
Regional forest owner days in Bavaria

In 2008, Regional Forest Owner Days were held in 7 different locations, namely Kempten, Grub/Bamberg, Lohr, Ansbach, Traunstein, Bad Kötzting and

Röhrnbach.

The events consisted of three conceptionally independent parts. Except from scientific speeches concerning the topic forest management, in nearly all locations

there was also a professional exhibition. The target group of the forest owners therefore was addressed in a multidimensional way: with knowledge,

experiences and leisure offerings.

·         Owners of very small forests could be interested in the regional forest owner days with personal invitations in cooperation with agricultural associations

The success rate of the invitations to the event altogether was 15 %

The visitors of the event most prominently remembered the exhibition, these memories exceeded the memories of the stage play and the speeches

Concerning the impact of the forest owner days on the changes in taking action of the forest owners, a dissertation found that those forest owners who were

already organized in forestry associations engaged a little more in their forests after the event than those who were not members of forestry associations. They

reacted faster after the event, followed contacts straight forward, took action faster in their forests and were generally more active. 
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PODROBNOSTI

PôVOD DREVA

Les

MOBILZAčNý POTENCIáL

As there are changing 3 regions every year there is quite big impact

DRUH DREVA

Kmeňové drevo POTENCIáL UDRžATEľNOSTI - HODNOTA

--

UVAžOVANý DRUH DREVA

Stemwood

UľAHčENIE IMPLMENTáCIE

Medium

VPLYV NA žIVOTNé PROSTREDIE A BIODIVERZITU

Very positive on biodiversity and forest resilience enhancement as these are

also topics on the Waldbesitzertage

UľAHčENIE IMPLMENTáCIE - HODNOTENIE

--

DOPAD NA PRíJMY

Positive as there are more thinnings and silvicultural actions initiated

KľúčOVé PREPOKLADY

Please contact Zentrum Wald Forst Holz for experienced information on the

processes

POTENCIáL VYUžITIA

--

TYP PODUJATIA, NA KTOROM BOL TENTO BPI PREZENTOVANý

--

ROZBOčOVAč
--

DOPAD NA ZAMESTNANOSť
Better qualified and more active forest owners

EKONOMICKý VPLYV

Medium enhancement of regionally added value

NáKLADY NA IMPLEMENTáCIU (EURO - €)

--

POTREBA šPECIFICKýCH ZNALOSTí
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There is a need for a lot of organization
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VIAC INFORMáCIí

RIEšENá VýZVA

--

DOMAIN

Vlastníctvo

Správa inovácií, digitálne uzly, klastre, využívanie

(priebežné)

TYP RIEšENIA

--

KľúčOVé SLOVá

--

DIGITALNE RIEšENIE

Nie

INOVáCIE

Nie

KRAJINA PôVODU

Nemecko

ROZSAH APLIKáCIE

Local

ZAčIATOK A KONIEC ROKA

2008 -

REFERENCES
AND RESOURCES

HLAVNá WEBSTRáNKA

https://mediatum.ub.tum.de/

ZDROJE 

--

PROJEKTOVá WEBSTRáNKA

--

REFERENCIA PROJEKTU

--
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PROJEKT, V RáMCI KTORéHO BOL TENTO INFORMAčNý PREHľAD VYTVORENý

Rosewood

DáTUM ODOSLANIA

15 nov 2019

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon

2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No.

862681

A TOOL FROM ROSEWOOD 4.0, DESIGNED AND DEVELOPED BY
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https://www.forestinnovationhubs.rosewood-network.eu/en/content/regional-forest-owner-days-bavaria
https://www.forestinnovationhubs.rosewood-network.eu/en/content/regional-forest-owner-days-bavaria
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